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Overlapping speakers hit campus
Son of Iraqi President
discusses future of nation
identify to solidify."
In addition, he stressed that
with the unrest in Iraq, it is
essential for Iraq, the United
Males and the rest of the international community to work
together to prevent another
■Y KATIE KFIIOCC
oppressive ruler from coming
HMKM wftfTEft
to power.
"Only by cooperating with
Students, faculty and mem- the U.S. and other world powbers of the Harnsonburg com- ers can we assure that there will
munity packed Crafton-Stovall not be another dictatorship,"
Theatre on Tuesday night to he said.
hear Qubad Talabani, the son
According to Talabani, one
of Iraqi President )alal Talabani. of the issues that Iraq has strugdiscuss the future of Iraq and gled with is the development of
the progress that is being made tiie eionomy Talabani said that
within the country.
money mismanagement and
Talabani's insight into the corruption within the governsituation in Iraq is extensive, ment have been problems for
having served as the senior Iraqis. 'The economy is key. If
foreign relations officer for the we can provide basic services to
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan in Iraqis, it would diffuse a lot of
2003, following the beginning the tension within the country,"
of Operation Iraqi Freedom.
he added.
Although Iraq still has difWhile most of Talabani's
ficulties to overcome, Talabani presentation focused on the
is optimistic concerning the improvements Iraq is making,
nation's future.
the question-and-answer ses"We face many challenges sion following his lecture did
but there are many issues that cause him to address the issue of
have improved," he said.
the righteousness of the United
lalabam said in order to States' involvement in Iraq.
achieve a successful government,
Although he said the
Iraqis need to overcome the divi- validity of the United States'
sions between the various ethnic involvement in Iraq would be
and religious groups that are the subject of debate for years
now competing for power. "It to come, Talabani noted it was
is going to take time for an Iraqi necessary for the United States

Talabani stresses
Iraq s progress,
difficulties

phnto\ h\ AARON S rfcWAKT'Maffptutiographer

Physician and professional clown Patch Adams spoke Tuesday at Wilson Hall Auditorium.
(Below) Adams asked that those In attendance hug a stranger.

Adams strives to teach
love, denounces Bush
Doctor hopes America
will learn to love again
BY AMANDA WILSON

COVnUBUTING WHITE*
Patch Adams, physician and professional down,
asked "What is your love strategy?" to a full house
in the Wilson Hall Auditorium Tuesday evening.
Adams, who allowed the overflow of people
that did not fit in the seats of the auditorium to sit
on the stage, began with the greeting, "Thank you,
thank you for showing up." With his partially blue
hair in | ponvt.nl and his ckiwn clothes and shoes
mismatched and baggy, Adams began the "What is
your love strategy?" workshop by urging everyone
to relax in their chair and forget all their worries.
"Think about your love for all people everywhere. Don't leave anyone out Hold that thought
for the rest of your life," Adams said.
As a precedent for the main point of the
night, Adams then requested each member of the
audience to hug a stranger and only stop hugging at his command, and then to gently hold a
stranger's face while repeating, "I love you. I love
you. I love you."
After the audience members had taken their
seats, Adams said, "If you can think of something
more important in life than loving, raise your
hand." He said the people he asks can never think of
anything more important than loving, yet America
as a whole places little emphasis on learning about
or expressing love.
He went on to say that although stress is placed
on mastering such subjects as math and sdence
all thnmghout grade school, there is no emphasis
placed on learning how to love, yet we still claim to
see love as something important.

Adams started the workshop "What is your
love strategy?" after the Sept. 11 tragedy. "I don't
like violence," Adams said.
After the devastation of the attacks, he said he
saw a better strategy for America's recover)' than
pointing fingers, getting revenge or killing tactics
suggested by the government.
This strategy was love. Adams felt moved to
call CNN, offering to share this "love strategy" with
Amencans. Adams said CNN told him that no one
would be interested, but he believed differently.
Adams suggested that America's lack of interest in a love strategy also is seen in the somewhat
apathetic views about nature, global wanning, polluted water and air and the hunger problem in both
the United States and other nations. He used the
poem, "A lemon," in which the Chilean poet Pablo
Neruda expresses a deep admiration for a lemon,
to suggest that humans are capable of feeling great
love for whatever interests them most whether it
be nature or the arts, or whatever their "umbrella
about loving life covers." Adams used himself as
an example, saying that he loves people, and that
"nothing gives what can happen in a relationship
called friends."
He mentioned that his ideal day would be on a
crowded elevator with people who don't like each
other. "I just like piles of people," Adams said, who
has been taking clown tnps in the United States
and other countries to cheer up ill and dying people
for 21 years. Adams voluntanly clowns and works
with all his patients for free.
"Love in action," or care, can be shown by
three different strategies, according to Adams.
The first involves simply expressing gratitude,
which Adams said "you can offer purely each
time and mean it." The second involves three
Kints: intention, performance and consequences.
e last involves the four As: .mention, affection,

to intervene because the Iraqis
were incapable of defending
themselves.
"Unfortunately, being the
world's superpower comes
within certain responsibilities,
whether you like them or not
and one of them is to help the
oppressed," he said.
ThethcJMLMuslimStudent
Association, Foundation for
the Defense of Democracies
and JMU's Nelson Institute for
International and Public Affairs
sponsored the presentation.
Junior Samier Mansur, president of the Muslim Student
Association, and sophomore
David Centofante are both
undergraduate fellows of the
Foundation for the Defease of
Democracies, who organized
Talabani's appearance.
Mansur hopes that the event
gives students the opportunity
to learn about the evolution
of Iraq as a democratic nation
from a reliable, knowledgeable
source. "We not only get insight
into a new democracy, but it
gives us a chance to reflect on
our own democracy,'' he said.
Senior Caryn Armstrong,
who attended the event appreciated die opportunity to obtain
a first-hand account of the situation in Iraq. "It was good to
hear an insider's perspective on
Iraq from a non-media source,"
she said.

JUAN BlALfcT tUiffptuHograpfur

Tuesday night In Grafton-Stovall Theatre, Qubad Talabani, son of current Iraqi President, Jalal
Tallbanl, spoke of the direction In which Iraq It moving.
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Dormitory prey to thief
Intruder enters three
rooms in Eagle Hall
early Monday morning
On the morning of Mondav, Jan. 23, JMU
Police responded to multiple reports of an intruder and theft complaints on the eighth floor of
Eagle Hall.
The suspect was desenbed by one victim as
being an African-American male of college age,
average height and stocky build. The victim
added that he had black hair and was wearing a
cap, but no desenption of clothing was given.
During one of the incidents, the suspect allegedly entered a room between 4 and 6 a.m. The

victim was not present in the room and had left the
door unlocked. Upon re-entry, the victim noticed
the intruder and asked what he was doing, to
which he responded that a friend had said there
was a party in that room. The victim proceeded to
ask who the fnend was, when the suspect responded unintelligibly and left the room.
It was determined by three other residents
that an intruder had entered into each of their
rooms as well, between 4 and f» a.m. In those
cases, items were removed by an unknown person, including an iPod, a digital camera and an
unknown amount of cash.
This is the third report made to JMU police
regarding resident hall entry since Jan. 14. The
two previous incidents occurred in Fagle and
Wayland Halls.
— from staff reports

SGA launches new campaign in hopes of reaching students
■v

MARIA NOSAL

SCA Rinmat
Tuesday, members of SCA
announced a new campaign
tilled The SGA and YOU," a
new way for students to work
and communicate with the
SCA.
The SGA and You issue
campaign seeks to raise awareness about the SGA's response
this past semester to student
concerns and getting mlorm.i-

lion out there about how students can contact the SGA,'' said
Geary Cox, director of communications.
The issues the campaign
currently addresses includes the
rationing of chicken nuggets and
frilled cheese sandwiches at Dall, parking issues, contingency
funds and class advising. It
also gives students contact
information to follow through
with any other unanswered
questions.

Also, the SGA has a new
program where students will
be given a chance to eat lunch
with administrators. The lunch
will be catered by the Special
Events ARAMARK and will
takl place in the Festival Center
Board Dining Room on the last
Monday of every month.
The lunches will be held
from 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m
beginning |an. 30. At each lunch
there will be five administrators
and IS students. Some of the

administrators will include
President
Linwood
Rose,
Mark Warner, Vice President
of Student Affairs, and other
administators
'This is a great opportunity
for students who normally don't
have contact with administrators
tt> sit down and have a lunch
with them," said senior Senator
Lucy Hutchinson.
Recently the junior class
held Pancakes for Parkinson's,
ulmh raised almost i>S<Hi lor

the
National
Parkinson's
Foundation. The event was a
late-night breakfast co-sponsored by service fraternity Alpha
Phi Omega and service organization Circle K. The event
cost was $1 to get in, but many
students donated more because
they had relatives who had been
affected by Parkinson's
"We thought Pancakes for
Parkinson's was a good idea
because Parkinson's is a disease
or illness that |MU doesn't shed

light on," said Junior Class
President Emily Watson, "We
wanted to bring awareness to
a disease that doesn't get the
publicity."
Students can pick up pamphlets donated fnmi local hospitals with information on
Parkinson's disease However
the event was unable to provide speakers for nurses and doctors who work with Parkinson's
patients have long hours and are
often at the clinics.
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MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of
James Madison University, serves student
and faculty readership by reporting news
involving the campus and local community
The Breeze stnves to be impartial and fair in
its reporting and firmly believes in its First
Amendment nghts

POLICE LOG
BY KELLY FISHEK/SEMOR WRITER

Underage possession of alcohol
A JMU student was charged with underage possession ol alcohol at White
Hall Jan. 21 at 1 08 a.m.
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DUKE DAYS

Events Calendar

Madison Dance Club
Madison Dance Club will be holding spring tryouls on Jan. 28 in
the UREC MAC room trom 9 a.m. to 5 p.m Lyrical tryouts will
be held Irom 9 am to 11 a.m., jazz tryouts Irom 11 a.m. to 1
p.m., street tryouts from 1 to 3 p.m. and hip-hop tryouts trom 3
to 5 p.m. For more information, contact kuhnmj.

Number ot parking tickets since Aug
29 13,665
Number ot drunk in publics since Aug
29 53

Main Telephone:
(540)568-6127
Advertising Department:
(540)568-6127

ADVERTISING STAFF
Ada Manager:
Specialty Advertising
Bree Mills
Executive:
Assistant Ada
Lola Sizemore
Manager
Ada Design Lead:
Tyler Adams
Meghan ODonneH
Ad Executives
Ad Designers:
Melissa Wans
KevanMadver
Brian Sikorski
Kelly Pedersen
Rajesjt i MntM
Knsten Blanco
BnanSostak
Ryan Croft
Anthony Colasurdo

Correction
In the Jan 23 issue of The Breeze, a caption in the Arts and Entertainment section was incorrectly labeled. The man sitting with professor
Tom O'Connor is actually Michael Richey, not Graham Greene

Contact Us
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and dntrtuted throughout
James Madison University and the local
Hamsontourg community Comments and
complaints should be addressed to Nathan
Chianteta. editor

I wwwjhehreezearg \ THURSDAY, JAN. 26, 2006

Sports Desk:
(540) 568-6709
brBezesportsOhofmai/.com

Editor: Nathan Chiantella
(540) 568-6749
breezeedllorQholmail.com
cbiantnaOjmu. edu

Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeopinionOhotmail. com

Newt Desk:
(540) 568-6699
breezenewsOhotmail.com
Aria and Entertainment Desk:
(540)568-3151
breezeartsOhotmail. com

COLLEGE OF

INTEGRATED SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY

)AMIS MADISON UNIWRSIIYe

2006 Faculty Award Winners
Dr. Craig Shealy

Dr. Tony Chen

Madison Scholar
Graduate Psychology

Distinguished Teacher
Integrated Science and Technology

Photo/Graphics:
(540)568-8041
breezepboloObotmail.com
breezegraphicsQhotmail. com

Dr. Chrisite-Joy Brodrick

Distinguished Service
Kinesiology

Outstanding Junior Faculty
Integrated Science and Technology

Congratulations!!

Mailing address:
TheBreoze
Q1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
Phone: (540) 56*6127

MSC 6805
James Madison University
Harnsonburg. Virginia 22807

p.,. (540) 568*736

Harrisonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whrtten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson I, MD
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP Catherine E. Rittenhouse, FNP

Now Accepting Appointments
Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545-3348

Monday - Fnday 8:30-5:00

January Specials
do Offati Terms
■-. Ojfa(i Massages

Full Service Salon

Dr. Judith Flohr

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a dassaled Goto www (hebnMarorg
and okek on lie classified link or come into the office
weekdays between 8 am and 5 p.m
■ Cost $5 00 for the first 10 words. $3 for each
additional 10 words, boxed classified. S10 per
column inch
■ Deadlines noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

www. tanglesdayspa. netfirms. com

"Wadi-lns WeCcome

* ■Body Wraps/ScruBs "-''•'>'
* "Manicure/Pedicure (30.00
* to Tannina Sessions (20.00

New Bed!!
Urazuian Waxing
Starting iir $35.00

432-5544
I H .it i,l above Dairy Queen
810 Port Republic Rd Suite M
Harrisonburg VA 22801

GjifcCertificates 'AvaifabCe *
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we w*nt m flttjrtmti MVeftfeinjg 9W«n^ep NCfi^!
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= Work ^5 r^im/Week
Go \o 1^/^ oblink.jlflu.edu *nd^rjSyiete the. online *j$.'tyM n
•tt^ing • reJufle «nd <JbVer letter, by February \ 2{I3B «t ^fl.
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Pamper your pets at
Valley Vets!
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal • Medical Surgery
Boarding • Grooming

498 University Blvd.

43 3 -VETS

Across from COSTCO

CAMPUS

Rachana Dixii. Editor
Drew Ixpp. EdiKM
breeztnews@hotnuiil.t nm
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Survivor
speaks about
sexual abuse
IY DREW LEPP
NEWSinnUK

Tuesday night, a woman diagnosed as having been sexually tortured and brainwashed in
a five-year-long abusive relationship, spoke to
tell others how she got through her ordeal and
to get her own form of justice.
Debra Miller's relationship started in
1983 at the age of 18. She wasaquiet, sexually
inexperienced girt who at the time believed
she was overweight After being pursued by
a customer of a store where she worked, she
agreed to go on a date with the man.
For their first date, the two went out
for pizza and then went riding in his car
around town while she sipped wine that
he was pushing her to drink.
That night marked the first time she
was sexually assaulted by the man who
would abuse her for the next five years.
Miller said the abuse — which was
verbal, sexual and physical in nature —
started gradually and eventually escalated.
She did not understand the full extent of
her abuse until well after it happened. She
said, "I knew what was wrong because of
the pain involved." However, it was not
until years later that she realized that what
had happened to her had a name — rape.
"So many people think rape is a physical
act ... but it's so much more than that. It
plays with your mind," Miller said.
Although she said it was difficult after five
years, she finally left her partner when she felt
she would rather die than put up with this.
In her presentation, she included a slide
show that listed some of the reasons why
victims of sexual abuse are silenced and
stay in the abusive relationship. Sometimes,
such as in Miller's case, denial and low
self-worth are contributing factors.
Although the incident started about 20
years ago, she is still recovering from those
five yean. It was only two years ago that
she was diagnosed as having suffered systematic sexual torture and brainwashing.
"Physically I have healed, but emotionally,
that's with me for life," she said.
The cost of abuse is much more than
some realize. Because of the abuse. Miller
said she has suffered in many different ways;
she has lost money, time and her potential.
The man who abused her was never
punished in the court system, so by speaking
about her life and by doing something positive, she said she is getting her own justice.
Miller was brought to speak by Campus
Assault Response, or GA.RJE. a campus organization that runs a 24/7 helpline for people
with questions regarding sexual assault

photm by EVAN DYSON/*™* photogrt&ier
Nancy Owens, director of tha Lifelong Learning Institute, welcomes adults Interested In classes such as "Holletlc Hearth and Complementary
Healing," "Lewis and Clark's Corps of Discovery" and "Perfecting Your Golf Skill*."

Classes give adults chance to keep learning
■Y LAUREN SEARSON
CONTRIBUTING WHUFF

TheJMU Ufelong Learning lastirutc held its preview for spring semester courses, which are designed
to give non-credit leisure learning opportunities for
adults age 50 and over.
Held at the (Jilkerson Activity Center, courses
such as "Living Taoism," The Da Vina Code" and
"Introduction to Computers" are just some examples of classes participants can take.
LLI Director Nancy Owens said the program is
beneficial for adults as it "provides a challenging
outlet both intellectually and socially."
They can stay engaged in the community and
leam about subjects they an? interested in," Owens
said. She added that it provides a great way to meet
people for those new to the area and also for those
who may have recently lost loved ones.
"Research shows staying engaged in intellectual activities can help delay or prevent dementia," Owens said.
According to Ann Myers, ex officio and social
work department head, former professor Cecil D.
Bradfield came up with the idea of starting LLI as
a nationwide program. Myers worked with him to
get it started at JMU about 10 years ago. The idea

of the program was built on the FJderhostel model of
learning, which says participants are able to join regardless of their previous level of education.
Myers said. The curriculum committee develops the agenda for the sessions. There are two sessions per semester which are five weeks long and 15
to 18 courses are offered per semester."

"An Introduction to Model Railroading" Is one
of the classes that will be taught as part of
the program.

This semester. Session A will last from Jan 30 to
March 3, while Session B begins March 13 and ends
April 14. The annual membership fee is $12 and
each course is about $35.
Former and current faculty, as well as LLI members, teach the courses. The faculty and participants
also take field trips, which will include the Spy Museum and Women in Arts Museum this semester.
About 450 people are active in the class,- and
field trips, according to Owens, and the average age
of participants ranges from h3 to 73 Owens said.
These folks for the most part are very health)- and
if s as if they can't get enough out of life. They're
very motivating people."
Students can also attend these classes. Those taking
social gerontology courses can join the classes, which
Owens said could be a great learning experience.
"Students can see that the participants tend to
speak out more and have expenences tney can relate
to the class," she said. The courses can also count towards a one-credit elective for students where they
can either help the participants or leam with them.
LLI programs are associated with other universities across the country as well. The University of
Mary Washington, the College of William & Mary'
and Old Dominion University are examples of the
other Virginia schools that offer the program.

You gol served...

_Ashby.

Crossing
Are You Just Another Name
on a List?

AARON STEWART naff ph,«»traphrr
Freshman Brian Autlnk dance* with the Breakdanclng Club during Student Organization
Night Monday evening In the Feitlval Center Grand Ballroom.

Ashby has 4-bedroom apartments
for immediate leasing
But Options are Running Out!
Come in and Sign Your Lease Today!
♦ Pool
* Fitness Center
♦ PetFrtenJy
* Tennie Courts

1191 Devon Lane

Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001

Kings Dominion to hold
auditions for performers
■v

JACKIE WALSH
CONTRIBUTING WRTTZR

Paramount's Kings Dominion will be holding auditions for the 2006 park season starting this Friday for many positions, including
dancers, singers, variety acts, musicians, technin.ins, costumersand stage managers.
"We're looking for enthusiastic people to audition for a variety of entertainment roles," said
Sarah Lovejoy, a public relations operations manager at Kings Dominion, located in Dos well.
There is no requirement or specification in
major in order to try out. "Auditions are open
to anyone that is interested in getting great
experience," Lovejoy said. The audition will
consist of a two-minute act that should be prepared in advance.
Kings Dominion will also be hiring more than
3,000 seasonal associates in the areas of merchandise, food and beverage, admissions and rides.
Applications for these positions along with numerous openings in character roles, management

positions, and behind the scenes workers can be
found online at kingsdommion.com.
In addition to getting job experience, many
of the employees at Kings Dominion get fretpark admission for themselves, family and
friends, along with discounted merchandise
throughout the park. "I would love to work at
Kings Dominion and be able to get the employee discounts,"freshman Aaron Vitiello Mid
Many college students take advantage of
these opportunities brought to campus annually by Kings Dominion, since they may be a
gatewav into the entertainment buslntM
Sophomore Holly McCarraher, who has
considered auditioning, said, "A few of the
girls from my dance studio auditioned and
they loved it."
McCarraher also said she may audition lor
Kings Dominion when she graduates because
"It would be a great place to start."
Audition registration will begin at 6 p.m.
in the Festival Conference and Student Center
Highland* Room.

\
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The Center for Multicultural Student
Services would like to offer a heartfelt thank you to the students and staff
Jj
/ /
of the MLK 2006 Planning Committee for your hard work arra dedication to
making this year's programming one of the most vibrant and successful ever.
Your work spread the message and dream of Dr King — '* wa$ a pleasure to
work and build with all of you.
CMSS also expresses appreciation for all the students, staff and faculty
members, and members of the university community who supported the 10
days of programming honoring Dr King. The continued support of this diverse body
enriches and strengthens our programming and Dr King's dream every day - we
look forward to celebrating Rev King's legacy with you again next year.
the MLK 2006
Planning Cclnmittee

Alicia Wilson, Sarah Cunningham, Tiffany Pryce,
Kristin Naylor, Shemiqua Bauldie, Brad Davis,
Matt Abraham, Kevin Jones, David Milberry,
Jamie Jackson, Tyrone White, Dusty Huebner,
Shelia Ngongbo, Tiara Gentry, Crystal Deloatch,
Stephanie Reese, Jerrine Lee, Liam Smith, Pamela Phayme

verybody can be
great...because
anybody can serve.
You don't have to have a college
degree to serve. You don *t have to

1

make your subject and verb agree to

S&
e.

YOU

M**

only need a heart

jkl

full of grace. A soul generated
by love.

A

v\\7 \wnin

he Center for Multicultural Student Services
...how can we help you grow today?
www.jmu.edu/multicultural
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SUPER CROSSWORD

EAT A

ACROSS

MV RiUbC M'm THEMUIZI.
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY

|W:

CM CYr/(/i«/ Diamond l.lOCis. WS2 H
TACORI Platinum I.53CU Mounting
Total Diamond Weight 2.63Cts.

This Week $8000

*AU of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square I larrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

prgBjuni*
IC JE CRBAM'
www.KlincsDairyBar.com

South
Main St.

9Macha,

540-434-4014
Downtown Opens again February 9th

58 E. Wolfe St. Ex 2425 S. Main St., Harrisonburg

Texa*) Hold'em
^^ rjr
Tuesday** <^
^SSS^^ Breakfast Pizza ♦
95 South Main St.

00 Served Sat. and Sun. morning*

^ EVERY Sunday morning...

Harrifonburg, VA 22801

540-442-9923
Open nam - 2am
7 days a week

"Create-your-own Beverage Bar"

FREE order of small wings
with any delivery over $10.00 >
^*
_
fl^k

W Call 540-438-9993 ~
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I Wished undone
5 In fact
10 Vance or Mct'ormick
IS Callao's counlry
19 Proverb preposition
20 Rene of "Big
Trouble"
21 Annual award?
II Authentic
23 "My " i'*>5 hiti
24 Romance
25 Host a roast
26 Forearm bone
27 Monotony
29 Stales briefly?
31 Hitman
33 Actress Schneider
34 Touches
36 Pecs' partners
37 Clark of "Fiman's
Rainbow"
40 Usually
42 Considers carefully
46 Bouquet
47 Green and Gore
48 Interstate exit
50 Cowboy star Lash
51 Young boxers
52 Navigation hazards
54 Fireplace fragment
56 Valueless
57 Zoo attraction
58 Greeted the general
60 Jason's wife
62 Ram's remark
63 Acted like a peacock
65 Scoffed at
67 Orchestra section
69 Neighbor of Nev.
70 Keep an eye on
71 Destroy
72 Show indifference
74 Model Bevctl)
75 "Wall Street Week"
host
79 Mauna •
80 Michelangelo work
82 Potsdam pastry
84 Lilly of
pharmaceuticals
85 Not give - (be
indifferent)
87 Actress Samantha
89 Adjusted an Amati
90 "Educating -"
('83 film)
91 Certain sharks
93 Actress Sharon
94 - - de-lance
95 Jabber away
96 Impacts
98 - oxide
101 Dentistry material
102 Use a phaser

103 Standards
104 Iran's
Abolhassan • -Sadr
105 Swedish turnip
110 Trams transport it
111 Like Schonbergs
music
114 Turgcnev's birthplace
115 Plot
117 Pianist Gould

120 Got off
122"Zip- - -Doo-Dah"
123 Uneven
124 It comes from the heart
125 Eye drop?
126 Tamblyn or Westover
127 Celtic cultist
128 Pancake topping
129 Stocking shade

DOWN
1
2
3
4

Bad hair, every day''
Element
Raison d'Stagnant state

5 Shock
6 Card game
7Troopgrp
8 Shrevepon coll
9 Nigerian native
10 Animal
11 Root vegetable
12 Costa 13 Manipulates
14 It has its ups and downs
15 Franco - - War
16 Fixer's folks

17 Rampur royalty
18 - Bator
28 Kansas city
30Big-.CA
32 Explorer Tasman
34 Desirable quality
35 Shut forcefully
37 Irene of "Zorba
the Greek'
38 Let out the lava
39 Sot
40 Viva voce
41 Inlay
43 Baby beetles
44 Sinuous dances
45 Actress Ward
47 "Go!" to Gounod
49 Word form for
"foot"
52 Exhaustion
53 Smooth transition
55 Told off
58 Play the mandolin
59 Pushbuttons'
predecessors
61 Sim 1 MI of Israel
64 Mideast letters
66 "The Sun Also
Rises" heroine
68 Some
70 Semisolid protein
71 More uncouth
72 To date
73 Terse verse
74 Heathen
75 Ancient characters
76 Notre Dame's river
77 Singer John
78 Laughing

79 It becomes ewe?
81 Mil. group
83Sewellof"A
Knight's Tale"
86 Tennis great Pane ho
88 Updated the factory
90 Ponder
92 Use a poniard
95 Tahtw town
97 Set apart
99 Registered mail abbr
100 Zeno's zees
101 Afternoon refresher
KWSwahili.eg
105 Serengeti sound
106 Pakistani language
107 Some shirts
lOSTeriofTootsie"
109 Hunt's" - Ben
Adhem"
112 Composer Wilder
113 Inventive sort?
ll6"AFoolSuch-"
('59 hit)
118 Powell co-star
119 Muff
121 Capote. on stage
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With Iraqi detainees,
torture is not the answer

Scheduling limits access to speakers

■Y PATRICK CAIIAHAN

SCNRM

the trial one person involved was
even identified as a CIA operative.
Witnesses said the beatings were
so bad that the elderly general had
breathing and walking problems.
Big surprise he was unable to survive inside a sleeping bag with a
full-grown man on his chest and
hands over his mouth.
Perhaps the saddest part of
this story is that of the five soldiers involved in the interrogation, four were given immunity
to testify against trie main interrogator. Can you smell a scapegoat?
No punishment was given to the
higher-ups who knew what was
going on. Nor to the Pentagon officials who indirectly expressed
their desire for harsher interrogation methods. Hven the one soldier who took the fall will likely
see the inside ot a pnson for no
more than three years. Is this the
kind of democratic justice we are
lighting so hard to preserve?
Make no bones about it; we
are at war against an intelligent
and well-organized enemy that
has tortured and executed prisoners But at the end of the day,
if we don't have certain principles that guide us on and off
the battlefield, then w hat are we
fighting for? The only hope of
ultimate rictOf] is if our leaders practice what they preach
and truly begin fighting for the
hearts ami minds of Iraqis. And
it Iraqis .ire tortured or killed in
secret prisons without ever seeing the inside of a courtroom or
being given a guilty sentence,
anvone could guess what sort
of treatment our soldiers will receive in turn. As the world's only
superpower, it is our responsibility to set the precedent for the
treatment ot prisoners 1 he media will not go away. Acts of torture will continue to be reported
on both sides and am such acts
MFC commit will serve only to
fuel the hatred-filled fires of terrorist aggression
Patmk Collation k 0 sophomore
rWiiioi/ science major.

IVMTEK

For those of you who art' naive enough to believe the U.S.
military does not involve itself
in the torture of detainees in
Iraq or elsewhere — perhaps the
events of this weekend will open
your eyes. According to The New
York Times, an Army inteirogator
in Iraq was convicted over the
weekend of negligent homicide
after stuffing an Iraqi general
into a sleeping bag, zipping it up,
wrapping a cord around it and
(hen sitting on his chest with his
hands over his mouth.
In this instance the prisoner
was held lor only two weeks before interrogator I ewis VVrlshofer
deemed it necessary to use a practice termed by his supenors .is a
"stress position." I would hate
to see what techniques are being
used on prisoners who've been in
captivity for longer than that
Supervisors have been eerily unspoken on this »;r.i\ im
of our current conflict. Iw Nn
)M IDM iteted thai according
to Army epofcaeperaona, thtn
have been investigations into
over 500 torture allegations, only
half ot which have actually ltd to
prosecutions. After so many allegations, wouldn't you think the
Army could come up with a definitive interrogation procedure?
Not likely. If they come up with
a set procedure, it becomes much
harder for their subordinates
to act outside the boundaries
of common humane treatment.
And so the gray area of what is
proper and what isn't continues
to serve as an operative norm for
interrogators in the field.
But the story gets more chilling. According to The Washington
Post. General Mowhoush was
subjected to harsh beatings prior
to his murder. These beatings
were apparently carried out by .1
covert group of Iraqis called the
Scorpion group. This group held
connections to the CIA and dunng
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EDITORIAL

«C0

'Two-for Tuesday" is a phrase commonly associated with clichendden deejays on oldies stations, and most recently Domino's Pizza.
However, it was equally applicable to the duo of important speakers
who landed on campus almost simultaneously Tuesday night.
As Patch Adams, the commie blue-haired dowiMunvdoctoC
made strangers hug each other in Wilson Hall, Qubad Talabani. son
of Bush loyalist and democratically elected Iraqi President Jalal Talabani, lectured on his country's future in Grafton-Stovall Theatre
As different as both men are, their speeches were important for the
campus to hear, but due to the enigma that is the JMU events schedule, we were unable to benefit from both.
IXie to JMU's convenient location, approximately 40 miles outside
of nowhere, the university has always struggled to bring big names
to Harnsonburg, particularly in comparison to other schools. From
campus speakers to the oft-disappointing University Program Board
concerts, )MU gets the gyp most farm towns have grown accustomed
to — the only notable exception being the Rev, Jesse Jackson in 2004.
Otherwise, we an- often relegated to the B-circuit, with speakers and
bands stopping here when traveling down Interstate 81 from one
larger venue to anther. In effect, we are the pit stop between Washington, D.C., and Nashville. As a result, the campus is often forced to
take what it can get in regards to guest speakers and performers, and
since beggars can't be choosers — unless vour name is Terrell Owens
IMl also loses the ability to control scheduling
The losers in this equation are, of course, the students, who
miss out on valuahle learning opportunities outside the classroom.

TllKOlMI Ml KM \V\lr.KS

Beholden Iraqi speaker paints rose-colored picture
BY AlEX SlRNEY
StStOR WRITER

Their nodding punctuated his words.
When Qubad Talabam, son of Iraq President Jalal Talabam, spoke to a full CrattonStovall auditorium on Tuesday, tyvo uniformed
soldiers bearing recruiter insignia nodded emphatically at points during his speech.
His speech certainly seemed to reinforce
and validate the U.S. military's mission to
Iraq — he discussed both reasons why former Iraq dictator Saddam Hussein should
have been removed as w ell as the many good
things the I nited States has done tor Iraq.
lalabani spoke as a representative of the
Kurdistan Regional Government (the semiautonomous Kurdish-dominated pmvince
in Iraq), and this new Kurdish perspective
provided a view of the Iraqi situation from
some of those immediately affected bv it.
The optimism Talabani exhibited was
easy to become wrapped up in — his easyto-swallow reasons for U.S. involvement in
Iraq and the positive examples of minority
involvement, election, general peairt illness
despite media 1 overage, and an overall
sense ot progress totijured up nothing but
good thoughts about the US mission.
This spell, however, is a dangerous one
to fall into. lalabani spoke of the Shnte and
Kurd presence in the new government and
the benefits the Kurds have received since the
U.S. invasion. Without taking away from this
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Visiting speakers, particularly, are an excellent way to expand our
knowledge and opinions, far more than am CcnFd text book-based
lecture could ever hope. If one agrees with a speaker's platform,
attending the speech provides new arguments and strengthens belief, if one disagrees, attending the speech provides a glimpse at
another perspective, and a chance for dialogue.
The other losers here are those who simply don't shove or
cut ahead in line. Many would-be attendees of the Adams lecture were turned away at the door, despite showing up in more
than enough time in advance to attend the event When Adams
himself said he wanted more individuals to attend the filled-up
1\ tnt several more groups of people were let in a little at a tune
to sit on stage — but by the time this was done, many who had
arrived earlier had already departed. Similar to the strategy taken by the UPB after complaints of cutting in line at its "Gothika"
sneak preview several semesters ago, a better strategy might be
to number tickets to reward those w ho showed up in ample time
to .mend, instead of letting in the first 10 people to shove through
the door when extra capacity was announced.
It is dialogue, in essence, that makes the guest lecturers integral
to the college expenence. In the same vein as JMU's award-winning
OrangcBand campaign, speakers inherently open the forums for
discussion, both public and pnvate, which stimulate our development as students, citizens and people. Let us hope that in the future, JML continues to receive speakers tor the benefit ol the student
body, while also enabling the student body to actually attend

Erogress, which is certainly positive, it must
I made clear that the Kurds and Talabam
stood to gain the most from US. intervention.
With that in mind, it becomes dear that
lalabani had to stand on the stage in GraftonStoval and reinforce much of the comrrKm rhetoric — that a timetable for a US. withdrawal
would be a mistake, that terrorism must be
confronted in Iraq to keep America safe and
that the U ntted \atu ne had become a toothfcss
body by the time of the invasion, for exampk'.
While some of this rhetonc is true in part,
it was disappointing that Talabani merely reinforced it without adding anything significantly
new to the dialogue. He could have called for
anything — more or less US. involvement
better media coverage or even formation of a
Kurdish state. He touched on these topics, but
he called for no changes, no great sweeping action, no mobilization of people or ideas. Talabani, based in Washington. DC, and claiming to
have "many fnetuls who are Texans" seemed
to be a banner-camer for one in particular.
Once the audience had a chance to question
him, however, Talabani began to show some
fire. The first question posed to him asked what
benefit the United States would gain from its
actions in Iraq and his response was easily the
most controversial thing hi- said all night.
"Iraq will be free," he said. "Being the
world's superpower comes with responsibilities, whether you like it or not.
"It's not about right or wrong — (the invasion! was the only answer."

What nght he had to make such a bold
statement must be left to debate elsewhere,
but from this it is quite clear that he is fighting for what benefits himself and his people
the most — U.S. involvement that secures
the Kurds a role in the government. He certainly cannot be faulted for protecting Kurdish interests, and the end he strives for is a
good one, but it cannot be ignored that his
speech was not one grounded in political
theory — it was a campaign speech to gain
popular support for policies that help his political goals, gixals that coincide with those of
some Amencan politicians. It also cannot be
ignored that in protecting these goals and, as
a wealthy and powerful Kurd, it is difficult to
expect him to be able to truly speak as a representative of all the people in Iraq, especially
when he said it was acceptable that the recent
elections tell along stnctly ethnic lines.
Despite the many problems with how the
United States got to Iraq, lalabani was nght
that the U.S. presence must remain or much
worse "negative interference" from neighboring countries would certainly occur. However,
U.S. citizens should never forget how we got
into Iraq — through lies and a flaunting of the
international community. They must examine
whether the means justify the ends and, if so,
how tarthev are willing to take that moral crusade. There are far worse dictators and disasters m many less-strategic places.
Alex Strney is a junior anthropology ISM AD
major who welcomes feedback at sirneyac

s

Covert actions, bombings vital to success of war on terrorism
vi GAUHETT HOOF.
cownuw/Tiw; WRITI R
On Jan. 13, 201 *\ in a remote mountain village in Pakistan, the
United States capitalized on an opportunity to eliminate many top
members of al-Qaeda attending a dinner party by sending dessert
to their table in the form ot a CIA-launched missile. I lie result was
more than a few bad stomachs — m all, IK people were estimated to
have been killed, not all of them terrorists. Pakistanis, perhaps predictably, wtnl outraged at the women and children wno fell casualty to the strike. Many Amen.an deusion makers tocused on what
M .is accomplished, namely that several key al-Qaeda members were
killed. Although the main target, Ayman al-Zawahiri (the terrorist
»ell's No. 2 man) was not among those killed, covert actions stand to
benefit Amencan interests during the wtJ Off! terror.
The stnke is a prime example ol the costs and benctits ot covert,
undercover action against ,m enemy Most clearly, the United States
must deal with the deaths of women and children, who were presumably not masterminding the next Sept II hut rather, were just
hungry at the wrong limeol day. Prominent politicians sin h as sena
tors John McCain. K An/, and Evan Bayh, Hind., expressed their
sadness for the loss that occurred, but quickly returned to viewing
the situation from their -ongressional perspective, we had an opportunity to improve our secunty at home and abroad, and we took it.
The deaths of innocent Pakistanis <iu not help America's reputation
around the world Additionally, we did not meet our main objective
of taking out arguably the most important member of al-Qaeda. Secret action thus has a valid chance ot backfiring on the United States.
not only politically but also militarily.

(

Despite these drawbacks, the United States ultimately must rely
on undercover operations to achieve critical goals in the war on terrorism. Traditional military action against the remote village would
prove pointless, as word frequently travel* fast around foreign villages of small size, especially when armed American troops are
coming to get one ot your own. Moreover, terrorist leaders live their
lues on the run. When intelligence says that they are in a certain
place at a certain time, there is a narrow window to take action. For
these reasons and many others, the United Slates made its move. AlQaeda's weapons expert and several other leaders penshed as a result, no doubt affecting the future of the terror organization. History
has proven Amencan covert actions lobe BUOCeaaful in the long run.
While also controversial at the time, the result of CIA led missions to
overthrow Communist-leaning governments in Iran and 1 .ualemala
contained me readied the soviet Union and validated m ret action as
I means to achieve national goals.
The war on terrorism certainly contrasts with the Cold War. Unlike the Soviet Union, termnst organizations have no traditional
military targets or visible leaders lerrorisrn also readih targets and
hides under civilian lite hirther, terrorists are not stales 1 herefore,
beCaUMthe) lie outside of the traditional idea ot an "eneim," Arneru a
must counter with non-traditional means of force. Bribery, advising
individuals, and financially supporting enemies ol our enemies
as
well as kidnapping and "neutralizing" known terrorists — while on
the dark side of the Constitution, should be done to achieve euOCeea
in the war. True, the intelligence community helped get the United
States into conflict by largely failing on 9/11, but America needs thei r
active participation to have hopes of getting out.
Carrett Hooe is a senior poliiual ddtnce major.
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E-mail darts and pals to
In, ; /■ dp ■• IMIIU.HIAIIIII
Darts d Puts are submitted anonymously and printed on a tpacea\ailable basis Submissions are
based upon one person s opinion of
a given situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the
truth.
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Responses to all articles and opinions published in The Breeze are
welcome and encouraged. Letters should be no longer than 250
words, must include a phone number for verification and can be emailed to breezeopiniom&hotnidil (om or mailed to MSC 6805 Cl,
Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze reserves
the right to edit all submissions for length or grammatical style.
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board as a whole, and
is not necessarily the opinion of any individual staff memher of The Breeze
lo'itonal ttoatd:
Nathan Chiantvlla, editor in chief
KrtflM (.teen, managing editor
Brian Goodman, opmi<>
The opinions in ihis section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
newspaper, this staff, or lames Madison LMWrjft)

A 'Ve're^cked-off-and-vx-e're-rKH-goiig-tcvtake-it-anymore"
dart to JMU for putting free public speakers in small venues and
turning away large numbers of patient but kistrated people.
From a student turned away from Patch Adams and last year's
Paul Rusesabagina, despite being in the line tery early.

An "act-your-age-not-your-shoe-size" dart to the group of
students running around the hallways of a dorm screaming
and yelling at 5 a.m. for no reason other than to be obnoxious.
From a sleep-deprived sopliomore who thinks wur anticsare neither funny nor respectful, and thinks it's high time to grow up.

A "thanks-for-making-Monday-a-littt'-less-maruV pal to
the freshman guy wearing salmon-pink >ants running across
campus with grapefruit juice on them.
From two amused sopliomore girls who antedated the fact that no
attempt was made to cover the unfortunately looted stain ip.

A "spoons-are-for-eating-not-sleeping" dart to a senior
dude who woke up in his roommate's bed after an interesting weekend night.
From his roommate, tvlw will remember to lock h« door from now
on, and will be cautious around people from Rhftfc inland.

A "where-have-all-the-cowboys-gone' dart to all the guys
sitting on a crowded bus while some girks v\ere obviously having a tough time standing up.
From a 5-foot-Q sophomore girl whose fingertips barely reach
the top bar of the bus, and hope distressed short people will be
noticed and accommodated in the future.

A "way-to-walk-the-talk" dart to Patch Adams who, despite
his communistically eloquent message about the effects of loving
one another, concluded by stating that President Bush is "worse
than that German guy from the middle of the last century."
From a disappointed senior who felt the comments were out of line,
and wants tlie love doctor to learn what an effectm speaking strategy is.
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SMAD professor Tom O'Connor (right) Interviewed acclaimed film
producer Barbara De Flna (left) Monday night In Harrison Hall.

Producer
gets to the
heart of the
matter
»v CARA PUGUESE
COMMUTING WRITER

_ The presence o( acclaimed film
producer Barbara De Fina caused the
Harrison Hall auditorium to overflow
when she spoke to JMU students and
faculty about her experience and insight as a filmmaker Monday night.
De Fina is best known for her work
producing and executive producing
such highly successful films as "Goodfellas," "The Age of Innocence" and
"Casino" with director and ex-husband Martin Scorsese. When De Fina is
not busy producing a film on location,
she is a graduate-level professor at Columbia University.
De Fina was invited to JMU by Tom
O'Connor, media arts and design associate professor, as part of the Visiting
Lecture Series, which invites prominent and successful professionals to

speak to students about their careers.
O'Connor and De Fina are currently collaborating on a documentary film project titled "The Heart
of the Matter," about British author
Graham Greene.
"I have been working with De Fina
and I thought it would be a good lime
for the university to meet her," said
O'Connor. "She has lots of good and
important ideas about film and experience with the filmmaking process."
O'Connor, impressed with De Fina's work and aware of her fondness
for Greene, proposed that De Fina
produce the piece.
"She's a very pleasant person to
work with," O'Connor said. "She's an
understated New Yorker, very on point,
doesn't waste her words — as un-Hollywood as you could possibly be"
For her presentation, De Fina
was interviewed by O'Connor as

S*N
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opposed to delivering a formal lecture. De Fina was relaxed, personal
and engaging. Guest speaking in
O'Connor's film adaptations class,
she primarily discussed the process
of adapting a book into a film.
First, De Fina discussed the process
of producing "The Age of Innocence,"
based on Edith Wharton's period novel
of the same name.
"The language in the book is difficult; it's dense, and it is a difficult
translation to film for a modern audience," De Fina said of the team's first
challenge of putting the 1870s dialogue into a modern screenplay.
Another challenge the production
team encountered was translating
Wharton's satire from a narrator's
commentary to externalized dialogue
and actions. "As an audience, you
have to really want to understand the
movie," De Fina said, regarding the

overall difficulty of the film.
Next, O'Connor talked to De Fina
about a second highly prominent
film aiaptation, "Goodfellas," based
on thenovel "Wiseguy" by Nicholas
Pileggj. "Both stories start off lighter and suddenly become satirical,
darker/' De Fina said, comparing
"Goodiellas"to "The Age of Innocence." "You get deeper and deeper
until the story becomes frightening
on a personal level. You realize that
you ould become that victim and
it's nolonger fun."
De I ina also answered questions
from tie audience about the filmmaking mlustry and her personal experience' with director Scorcese. Her
humonus anecdotes and insightful
respoi-.es left the crowd wanting to
speak to her further even as time ran
out, w Ih many hands still raised at the
end oftlic program.
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Speaker puts all of 'US' in one performance

viewing night' is a good <Pian'
"Connecting Flights: Post
Production" spends eight minutes looking at everything that
needed to be done to finish the
final product. One of the most
interesting parts of this feature
•Y LISA RONIY
STAtr WRITE*
was a look at actual recording
sessions with composer James
While "Hightpl. u
may
Homer (Titanic") and his orseem like another uediocre chestra, with the movie playing
thriller about a plane rUc gone on a giant screen as a cue-markwrong, think again
«cauM er Schewntke wanted to make
this him is much ■ > PI than
sure the movie was a "slow boil"
one — the movie starts out quiet
vou may expect.
The DVD. howl
- -en- and slow, and gradually picks
ously lacking in features, al- up until the extremely fast-paced
though those thai in eluded climactic ending.
are both van interesting
"Emergency Landing: Vi"Ihe In-Flight Motif Ihe sual ltte.ts" takes up the last
Making of 'Flightplan take* the seven-and-a-half minutes of this
making-of featurette toallew levmaking-of-featurette, and foel, and is divided Into five puts,
1 uses mainly on the model plane
which can be watched stpafatei)
(which weighed as much as a
or together. "Secunh, Che. k
Volkswagen) used for external
point I he StOC) ot ,i h riller" is shots, take-otls and landings.
a six-minute segment discussing
Another featurette on this
the ongin.il script that was en- dlsM is a 10-minute look at the
tirelv re-written when Indie losset design titled "Cabin Prester (' |he Silence of the Umbs") sure: Designing the Alto E■need to take the le.id role. It
474." Everything needed was
ill so discusses the technicalities
fabricated from scratch (some
to be considered when making a interesting trivia: the last movpOSt-9/ II airplane film.
ie set cockpit was destroyed on
"Captain's Greeting: Meet
the "( ast.mav set when it was
the Director*' is ahoa Mx-mmute driven into a water tank). Oversegment, showcasing ihe work
head railings were designed to
of relatively unknown director drag camera dollies down the
Robert Schwentke. Overall, this plane's aisleways, and were
is the one sub-featurette worth able to add the essential sense
skipping.
of chaos to many scenes.
Next comes "Passenger Man"Hightplan" is ,1 suspenseliest Casting the Film," a nineful, interesting thnller that is
minute ihowrCase ol the major both more intnguing and intelprevail in the story, including
ligent than "Red Eye." While
Foster, I'eter Sarsg.iard I < ..11
the diet is seriously lacking in
den State") and Se,in Bean (Ihe
special features, the ones that are
"Lord ot the Kings" tnlogv). One
IIU luded are very interesting and
thing featured here that is not .1
look M the standard making-of
standard on DVDs is original
featurehe from a different angle,
audition footage for some Ol the
making this DVD fresh and incast members. I he audience also
teresting. Al! in all, I would defigets really nod behfaioMht-canv
nitely recommend hitching d ride
em looks at certain takes
on "Hightplan."

Special features
exciting, fresh

Audience member calls
police on crazy man
■Y RACHEI BISHOP
CONTRIBUTISG WRITE*

Ray McNeice performed his one-man
play "Us" in Grafton-Stovall Theatre on
Monday night. McN'eice's play was based
on his cross-country trip, which illustrated
all the unique characters he encountered
and their perspectives on life in Amenca.
The play opened with a single man on
stage reading the Bill of Rights, but to the
viewers' dismay, a disorderly man in the
audience commented after every article,
arguing about rights and the Constitution.
Eventually the man on stage invited the
audience member to join him. The audience soon discovers the unruly audience
member is actually Ray McNeice. The dramatic opening definitely got everyone's
attention, and caused calls to the police by
concerned audience members in the past.
As it turns out, someone did call the cops
at the show that night.
McNeice took the audience on his
lourney through Amenca, where they
met cranky homeless men, workers, war
vets, soldiers, southern men who love
their Runs, truckers and gay men, all with
something to say The characters In the
play are based partly on people McNeice
met on his trip and he wanted to share
their messages with America. According to McNeice's play, these characters
don't think highly of America or the way
the government functions. However, the
citizens still think it's more important to
concentrate on their own life than worry
about the government.
McNeice broke into songs several
times, which offered a fun change of pace
from just speeches. He also talks about
people and places he observed in the world
around him — a family on vacation, sick
of each other but pressing on; the devil on
display at the mall, which people don't
even stop to gawk at anymore; and the
war in relation to our lives in Amenca.

REVIEW

ptu<io\ tn AM^ I'M IKS' >\ i" i

Ray McNeice, In hit one-man show, "Us," shares his journey through America.
McNeice concluded the play with his
own poetic monologue, talking about the
"finger of blame" Americans pass around
in a circle, instead of accepting the blame
themselves. McNeice mentions that as
citizens of the United States we have cultural amnesia, and that as American! WC
need to look at the past and think about
what we've been through and recognize
our mistakes, much like Germany had to
do after the second World War
After the show, McNeice answered
a few questions ffOOl the audience He
points out that all the men have something
to say, even if others reluse to listen

McNeice held the audience's attention
by spontaneously breaking Into song.
The stage's background was fashioned
out of an American flag with a big question mark In the center.

SPORTS

Maiihew Sloss. Editor
Mcagan Mihalko. Assistant Editor

breezesporls@holmail.com
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Sunday no day of rest
Dukes 0-3 on road
during January;
perfect in Convo
■v

JAMES IRWIN

sLMO* tVUTF.lt

lust step forward. Next step
back
Back in November, before injuries regulated the |MU women's
basketball team to its current eightplayer roster, coach Kenny Brooks
envisioned full-court presses and
transition offense — a running basketball team on both ends of the
floor.
Lately, alt the Dukes have been
doing is running in place.
"You search long enough and

you find different reasons and a lot
of coincidences," Brooks said of the
Dukes' 3-3 record in January. "By
luck of the schedule, we've had to
play the top three teams in the conference on the road in successive
weekends."
.
In) their last
six
games, the
Dukes have alternated , wins and
losses,! with each Friday
ION ..iming on a UNC-WatJMU
Sunday afternoon 7 p.m.
road game follow- Convocation
ing a Fridav night Center
win. Fpr the first
time in more than a month. JMU
plays a stretch of back-to-back home
games starting Friday when the
Dukes host the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington, followed by a
Sunday matinee against the College

Women's
Basketball

fib photo

of William & Mary.
The consecutive home games
couldn't come at a better time for
the 12-4 Dukes, who are 7-0 at the
Convocation Center and have gone
through the conference gauntlet in
the last three weekends with road
losses at the University of Delaware, Hofstra University and, mostrecently, a 72-63 setback at Old Dominion University last Sunday
"It's not like we're the only team
doing Friday-Sunday games," ju-'
nior shooting guard Lesley Dickinson said. "We don't want to use that
excuse. The bulk of us are playing a
lot of minutes, so we have to execute
through the fatigue."
It wasn't fatigue, but ironically
rebounding that did in the Dukes in
Norfolk. Beaten on the glass by

JMU sophomore forward Tamera
Young vies
for a rebound
against
Northeastern.
Young Is
averaging a
double-double.
She Is the
Dukes' leading scorer,
averaging
15.3 points
a game and
Is their second-leading
rebounder,
grabbing 10
boards a
night.

** WOMEN, page 10

Jamestown

6-foot-6
220 pounds
Jacksonville, Fla.

2005-06 Stats
PPG —13.9
RPG — 8.0
FG% — 52 percent
3 CAA Rookie of the Weak
awards

Freshman forward
leads Dukes in
scoring, rebounding
B* MATTHEW STOSS

Mm rnrro*
Good thing the JMU men's basketball team doesn't have to play outside
of the country, because someone would
have to check Juwann James's papers.
"He is an 18-year-old man," senior
center David Cooper said of the Dukes'
6-foot-6 freshman forward and leading
scorer. "I still want to check his birth
certificate. I think he's 27 with a wife
and two kids."
It's possible, but don't tell the Colonial Athletic Association that — or men's
basketball coach Dean Keener, who has
had enough troubles with post plav-

ers this year. Consider the season-long
suspension of junior forward Cavell
Johnson (13.4 points and 7.9 rebounds a
game) and junior forward Chris Cathlin
and sophomore center Gabriel Chami,
who as a pair are averaging 2.4 points
and 2.3 rebounds a
game.
Hnter James.
"Under the circumstances, we need
him more than ever,
and I hope he can
continue because so
many times freshmen
hit that middle oi
llie-M-ason wall and
he shows no signs of
that," Keener said.
Said
James,
"Coming in, I wasn't expecting it. Cavell
and Coop were the guys I looked up to.
I hey helped me during conditioning
and to get better on the court. I hate to

see what they've gone through because
of what they did for me."
The Jacksonville, Ha., native grabs
eight rebounds a night and averages
13.9 points a BUM tor the M3I >ukes (08 in the CAA), and so far people have

nottod
James picked up his third CAA
Rookie of the Week award Tuesday after
averaging 16.5 points and 6.5 rebounds
last week. James won his first Dec. 5 for
a week of 20 points and 10 rebounds in
JMU's double-overtime win over Appalachian State University and a 23 and 15
showing in a loss against Northeastern
University. He picked up his second Jan.
9 when he averaged 17.3 points and 8.7
rebounds for that week.
Last week, fames led the Dukes in
scoring in each of their two games, dropping 17 points against the Universiu <>i
Delaware Thursday and 16 against

■v

MATTHEW STOSS
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They're getting close... kind of.
Last Saturday, the JMU men's basketball team lost to Virginia Commonwealth University by 16, but found
itself only down by two at halfbme.
'The effort and intensit\ was
there, we just fell apart at the end,"
JMU men's basketball coach Dean
Keener said. "We couldn't keep
pace in the last eight to 10 minutes
at the offensive end."
Unfortunately, offense will be
an issue today when the Dukes
host the University of North Can>lina-Wilmington, which has the
third-best field goal defense in the
Colonial Athletic Association.
"They are 28th in the nation
in points allowed," Keener said.
'They are very good defensively
and very efficient on offense Right
HOW, they're playing about as well
s anyone in the league."
JMU' (0-8, 3-13 overall) owns the

second-worst held goal and 3-point
percentages in the conference and the
worst turnover margin (-3.88). Ihe
Dukes are turning the ball over an
average of 16.8 times a game, whuh
hasn't helped their current eightgame losing streak. Of their last 12
games, they have k>st 11 of them.
Wilmington(7-2, l4-6overall)isina
tlmv-wjy tie for first place in the CAA
with Old IXwninkm University and
George Mason University. JMU h.*> vet
ti < plav CXXI, but
lust to Mason Jan. ■■__■_
mm 5
14,6543.

Believe it oi Basketball
not it's not thai =~z
we're not as of- Today
tensively gifted UNC-W at JMU
as everyone else 7 pm.
in the league,'' Convocation
Madison senior Center
center
David
Cooper said. "We can score, we just
don't get the chana\ We average | li> *|
turnovers a game. That's |16.K] times
we don't get the chance the score We
have to take can- *.* the ball better."
Rall-handhne, difficulties, along
with Muriel (Cooper has been bothered by left knee pn-blems and is a
game-time decision) and suspension-, (junior forward Cavell lohnson,
who is done for the vear after a dnv-

ing-whilenntoxicated charge compounded with other transgressions
not specified by Keener), have placed
the Dukes in the cellar of the CAA,
which thev slian1 with the (. "ollege of
William & Mary (0^, 5-12 overall)
Alter last 1 hursday, the Tribe
and Dukes are the only two remaining teams sans victories in the coni,TI-in i (ML fixed that after the University <>f Delaware (1-7,5-12 overall)
.rushed the Dukes in Newark, Del.,
95-68. At one point JMU was down
bv 40. For the game, the Blue Hens
shoi ^[XTivntimm the floor and for
tin- war, opponents are shooting 50
percent against the Dukes.
For Wilmington, those doing
the shooting will be leading scorer John Goldsberry (12.6 points a
game), I I Carter and Todd Hendley (11.2 a game).
"John Goldsberry is one of
the better offensive players in the
league," Keener said. "And T.J.
Carter has scored 28 and 31 points
in two of his last three games."
Madison and Wilmington play
[hursday night in the Convocation
Center at 7 p.m., then are back in action Saturday, traveling to Williamsburg for its second cellar-dweller
battle in nine days when the Dukes
take on William & Mary.

»v

JOHN GALLE
SLNIOH WRtTZR

The JMU men's tennis team
is focused on elevating its game
this season when it squares off
against nationally ranked powerhouses.
The challenges they will (ace
early in their schedule will help
them peak heading into conference play.
"We nave a tough schedule,"
coach Steven Second said. "Even
since we've lost our scholarships,
I really haven't watered down
our schedule
too much."
The Dukes
started their
season in hot
water taking Friday
on nationally JMU at
ranked teams, GWU
including 12 30 pm
No. 66 Old Washington
Dominion
University and No. 33 Virginia
Commonwealth University at
the VCU 4-1 invitational held
Jan. 21-22.
Second said it's tough to go
into a tournament like that while
not expecting to win three out of
four. However, he was happy
with their performance as they
were able to play up to their opponents and elevate their game,
while knocking off Georgetown
University.
'That's our focus, to lift the
level of our game while they lift
their strength and everything
else |in preparation for our conference stretch| with Drexel,
UNC-Wilmington,
Delaware
and Hofstra later in the season,"
Secord said.
Although losing has been
difficult, the team is starting to
buy into Secord's philosophy
about focusing on improving
skills while trying new lineups.
"It's hard for some of the
guys," senior Bob Allensworth
said. "But |Secord| said our goal
right now is to get better as a
team. With the doubles teams,
he feels like he wants a chance
to win with all three doubles
teams."
To do this, Secord has broken up the talented tandem of
sophomore Jesse Tarr and senior
John Snead to experiment with
different combinations. At the
recent invitational at VCU we
saw some of that and he anticipates pairing Tarr with sophomore Carl in

see JAMES, page 10

Madison to challenge first place UNC-W
JMU 0-8 in CAA
action thus far,
lost 11 of last 12

Dukes to take
on nationally
ranked teams

Men's
Tennis

plulo^raptirr

Juwann
James

Madison
ready for
new year

AMY PATUtSON file ptifUi

Madison senior point guard Jomo Bolfor dribblet against Northeastern's Jose Juan Barea.
Barea loads the CAA In scoring and assists.
Belfor averages 9.1 points and 3.8 assists for
the 313 Dukes.

beauty of our team is depth,"
Allensworth said. "We have the
luxury of mixing and matching."
The additions of freshmen
Scott Davidson and Rubenstein
have only added to the Dukes'
depth and should help them
keep last year's 6-14 record in
the past
One reason for the poor record
last year was the loss of Snead,
who tore his shoulder after playing in just one fall tournament.
After undergoing surgery
last December, Snead returns
to the squad as a senior. He is
eligible for a redshirt from last
season to play again next year,
should he get into JMU's graduate pmgram, which he said he
plans to do.
"Last year kind of hurt not
being able to play and having
to watch us lose," Snead said.
'This year, I feel like [with our
top six players), we can win every match."
The team will continue to
push for that four/five spot in
the Colonial Athletic Association rankings, which has become
a perennial goal, Secord said. In
the meantime, the team will turn
to their seniors for leadership
as they look to build upon their
performance at VCU.
"We held our own against
(nationally ranked teams) and
beat Georgetown," Snead said.
"It's a good start to build upon
and gain momentum from."
1
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THURSDAY

FRIDAY

FOLK

FAVORITES

Jimmy O will be playing ■ collivtmn o\
i lassU favorite longa .11 Pbvtigan's Cove

Rani Arbo and Daisy Mayhem, a folk
Kind trom western Massachusetts, will
perform in Wilson Hall Auditorium at 7:30
p.m. Tickets arc $20 for adults, $lh fbf senior., md sin foratudanfi

OPEN STAGE
rhe Ltttfc Grtll will 1H>M an open stage
hotted by Outi HowdyahaU .it &30 p m

GROOVIN'
Dancv the nipht awav to the sounds of
Pandlaa c ii\ and Money Penny at Ihe Pub.

KARAOKE

COLLEGE NIGHT

Come tti The Pub (or karaoke and ,t danoi

""*

IIIIIIIIIIIHHIIIIIIIMHIII

D| Hypnotic) will Host Collage Night
at The Pupsena. JMl students get in free
with JAC Card.

BIKING

loin the Shcnandoah Mountain Bike Club
(or urban MMialt rides in the OOncitte lun^k*
ol Hams*mburg and )ML. Ihe nde will leave
from the Shenandoah Bicvcle Company in
downtown H.irriMinburgat 6 p.m.

LIVE MUSIC
Dirt Pond & Red River Rollercoaster will
play at TTH* little c;rillbce,inninf, at K.TO p.m.

JAMES: Frosh forward
proves to be valuable
asset to Dukes' basketball
JAMBS, fivm page 9
Virginia C ommorm ealth Univefsity Saturday. Against the
Blue Hens, he snaggad a teamhigh, nine rebounds
Ms tun for me t« > show ev« bade home w hat I've be
come, but at the same time, but
I want tO Ml belter e\ erv daVj
lames said I nisi don't want tO
have CAA Rookie of the Wcckj
I want to make to Player o! the
year or ■omctnlnrj like that.
I hat is also possible. |ames
ranks in the top 10 of uV CAA in
three caliyoncs His eight boafdi
.i game place him ftmrth m n>
boundb
oting ^2 per-

cent from the floor is good for seventh in the conference and his \33
points B game puts him ninth.
"He'll be the best player in
the league bv the time no's a senior. ( .toper said
And DM reas.»n he's in the
league could be Lewis Ijimpley.
l^ampley, a freshman point guard
tor the Dukes, has known lames
tor lour years. The two plaved
AAl together tor the l.ifksonvill** Lee-Bulls and Laniplev.
who committed baton lames,
was more than instrumental in
lames doing Unwise.
Wesigned I ewisdunngthe
early signing peri tut in \ovcm-

ber and then we saw juwann in
late I >t'*vmber." Keener said.
"We began recruiting him, and
in conversation with Lewis, he
said. Oh yeah, he's a ver\ good
fnend of mine. I'll call him and
help any way I can
today, James will look to
help in the way he has when
the Dukea host the University
of North Carolina-Wilmington
1 hurada) <>t 7 p.m.
T don t think I'm plaving
the role as livider on the team
vet,' lames said. "But at the
same time, if I have to put the
team on my back, I'm going to
do what I have to do to w in "

THE PUB

AFFORDABLE FOOD, GREAT MUSIC & UNFORGETTABLE FUN

TONITE:

$3.00

FRIDAY NIGHT:

PARADISE
CITY
#1 TRIBUTE BAND TO GUNS N ROSES
w/GUEST MONEY PENNY
COMING WEDNESDAY FEB. 1 st:

CARBON LEAF
432-06101 dothepub.com
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SATURDAY

SUNDAY

YOGA

0)

Relax and enjoy a free yoga class at
Cups To Co. Class begins at 10:30 a.m.

Bnng your own vinyl for open DJ at The Artful
Dodger.

JAZZ

WORLD MUSIC

Enjoy live jazz at Luigi's Downtown
Pizza Co. at 10 p.m.

Listen to music from around the world at La
Hacienda's International Night. Dance to music
like hip-hop, techno, salsa and reggae.

DANCING
Music by LED. will keep you on
your feet at The Pub.

BREAKFAST
Pizza for breakfast? Give it a try at Luigi's
Downtown Pizza Co. at the breakfast pizza brunch
until 2 p.m.

BLUEGRASS
Enjoy the country and bluegrass
sound of jackass Flats at The Little Grill.
Show starts at 9 p.m. and cover is $5.

WOMEN: Dukes look to rebound
from ODU loss, continue CAA play
WOMEN, from pa^e 9
the Monarch* 46-30, Brooks
put a barrier over the basket at
practice on Tuesday and for the
first time in more than a month,
broke out of the old bubble
drill, a no-fouls rebounding
competition, white versus purple, where the only thing that
outnumbered missed shots
were the players colliding and
falling to the floor.
"It was pretty tough,"
Dickinson said. "But that's
what we needed. Sometimes it
seems tike we go at each other
harder in practice than we go
at other teams, but if we take
todav's mentality into games,
we'll be OK."
Dickinson and the Dukes
will need that edge Friday

against UNC-W. Coming off
an 8-20 season and picked
to finish next-to-last in the
CAA preseason polls, the

Sometimes it seems like
we go at each other
harder in practice than
we go at other teams.
- Lesley Dickinson
junior guard

Seahawks have established
themselves as the surprise
team in the conference, posting an 11-5 overall record. At

5-2 in the CAA, UNC-W will
walk into the Convocation
Center Friday a full game up
on the Dukes in the conference standings.
"They lost their last two
scorers from last year and
they've had to rely on more
teamwork and less isolation
plays," Brooks said. 'They
play good defense and they're
scrappy. They pride themselves on defense and try to
outwork you."
The Dukes and Seahawks
tipoff Friday night at 7 p.m.
at home. |MU continues CAA
competition in Sunday afternoon's game against the
College of William A Mary
scheduled for 2 p.m. at the
Convocation Center.

ADAMS: Speaker visits Wilson
ADAMS, from pa$e 1
anticipation and appreciation
Adams explained tnat these
strategies are useful in any relationship, from romance to friendship to familial. "You can only
get meaning in the care you give
others," Adams said.
Adams closed the night with
questions from students, includ-

ing one that addressed President
George W. Bush. Adams likened
Bush to an American Adolf Hitler
based on his war policies. In fact
Adams has called Bush a fascist
on more than one occasion. In an
August Associated Press article,
Adams was quoted as saying he
expressed "shame on our fascist
president," refernng to Bush.

But the evening ended
with quite a few hugs as well.
Brooke Meikle, a freshman, expressed her impression of Adams after the event.
"He practices what he preaches," Meikle said. "Even though he
can come across as very liberal.
what he says can reach anyone of
any political view."

Yellow Cab
(540)434-2515
Radio Dispatched
Service to all major airports
Wheelchair accessible vehicles

Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

mis was* w <MD mxumm

Searching
For The
Perfect Place
To Live?
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www.OffCampusHousing.com
We Offer The Largest Selection of Housing

4W dE^^^GMia^liit^

LIJT0

• IRI HOI SI

GOMEIOUT/XQ; A UQ, HOMEJ

Hunters Ridge Townhomes
Hunters Ridge Condos
Devon Lane Townhomes
Fox Hill Townhomes
Mountain View Heights
Madison Manor
Madison Square

COLDWELL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'

Madison Terrace
Madison Gardens
Duke Gardens
Gingerbread House
Country Club Court
College Station
Large Selection of Homes
Large Selection of Townhomes

434-5150
715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA

CLASSIFIED
OFF

I

FOR RENT

FURNISHED
TOWNilOl'SE.
1Bedroom. 25 Bath. W/D, Madison
Square
SI4S/per person 57I-O5I0
HOUSE FOR RENT GREAT HOUSE
AND LOCATION 30 sees from JMU
lBR2Balh Ako2hedroomsavailablclor
lease Spring semester Student Landlord
Call lor more information (5401435-9269
289. 291 * 293 CAMPBELL STREET
available for yearly lease starting June
I. 06 to May 31. 07. Call 433-6047
TOWNHOUSE. U CT. 3 b.r.. 2 and half
oaths largeprivalel>eck S2S5each No
Pels (540)433-2221 August. Furnished
UNIVERSITY PLACE.
3 BR. 2
baths
Deck. Furnished.
Ouictct
location S250each 433-2221 August
UNIVERSITY PLACE.
2 BR. 2
haths
And l>cn.
Furnished
S350
each. Family neighborhood
Outeter
students preferred. 433-2221 August
HOUSE
bedrooms
$1150

805 COUNTRY RD 5
3 baths.
2 kitchens
August
433-2221

DEVON LANE - 2 Bedroom Townhouse
August lease $700/mo 540-435-7861
IMMM I I Ml 1 UK :i/2Hlimnhousc
Quiet neighborhood $810 monthly
gthnard67yahoo.com (540) 8)3-8910
BEAT THE RENTAL RUSH 3 bedroom
lownhousc in kiester school area available
august 2006garagc. deck, quiet phone,
cable and internet hookups in each room
$305 per person tust like living at home lor
more details call 423-231 -2160 or davc _
thomas/uhotmail.com 1423) 231-2160
8 BEDROOM MANSION Attention
re I igious. academ ic or socialorgam rations
Looking Tor a great hou>c for your group?
light-bedroom house with 2 large living
roomy Huge bedrooms, high ceiling*
and almost ' 4-,KIT properly. Pels
permitted, individual leases You must
sec this property to appreciate the size.
www castlepropcrty com (5401 564-2659
MT VIEW DRIVE TH • 5 Bedrooms;
Eumished,
Ethernet.
groups
of
5 preferred; S250/month;
I
year
lease (8/06-8/07) (703)
450-5008
11.7 l>EVON LANE 3 BR/1 5 Bath
Hardwood r'loors. Stove, refhgeratoi,
dishwasher,
disposal.
microwave,
washer A dryer
On bus-line and
within walking distance to campus
Privately
owned/managed.
$700/
month
Available 8/1/06. 421-9700
HUNTERS RIDGE 2BR/2Balh suite
Quiet area at back of complex Completely
furnished Stove, microwave, refrigerator,
washer/dryer,
dishwasher,
disposal
Ithemet hook-ups in each room. On
bus line and within walking distance to
campus I'mulcly owned/managed J700/
mo. Available 871/06. (540) 421-9700

(AMPI S

Occupancy

HOI MM,

Mine

Double

jvjiluhlc/l urnishcu

Kent
MSMlM
next lu RMH hospital.
Parkinj included
(540)

Located
UtiUttM
4)4-3400

TOWNHOUSE 2006 - 2007 4 Bedroom.
Great location Close to JMI .convenient
to stores, restaurants, etc Many extras.
Ml SI Mi 1.21.0 per bedroom tall
for more inhumation. 433-8423 or 2462345.

Email

FLOOR

AVAIL

2BR/2BA
FURNISHED

8/06

$750

(7014099341)

I \Kl .1

I III DKimM ,M'\RIMI SI

Great

location.

almost

new.

vvasficr.'dryer, dishwasher, no pels,
immediate availability
or available
on 8/17106. $535. (540) 433-1569
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. Great
location. I block from campus, good
condition, washer/dryer, dishwasher,
available July. 1725, (540) 433-1569
LARGE
ONE
APARIMI-NI.
Close

BEDROOM
to
campus.

good condition. AC. available 7/1 or
8/17. No net-. S4I0, (540) 433-1569
APARTMIN1
Pacific

Itili

Apartment*

KIM
South

10IHI I NVI I OPI S

$<iKiii Receive S<
lor every envelope stutledw nli our sales
materials (iuarantecd!Frce Information
24 hour recording 1-800-796-6567

South

|HELP WANTED|

increase.

(8OO)%5-6520

$75

LIFEGUARDS A POOLS( 'PERVISORS
Premier Aquatics is now accepting
ippk.itions
tor
I iteguards.
Pool

however training ii available. Please
visit our website to complete an online
application at www prcmier411 com. For
more information or to set up an interview
pleasecall our HRdepunmcnl al( 703)4261406. WWW PREMIER4II
COM
SI'KIMP

\I>MINISIKAIIVI

A.si.Unt

needed
Flexible hours. Must be
friendly, enthusiastic worker who en>oys
working with the public I lexiblc hours
CompulcrskilKnccevsary Dutiesinclude
bookkeeping, pay roll, mailings, phone
messages.publicity 5-IUhoursperweek.
Now through May Summer Optional
Continue

in

Fall

Call

810-3631

WANTED.NUDE MODEL
Nude Models for art clasN
$9'hour. No exenencc n<lucsday/Thursday. 1:30-5 00 p.m.
and other limes
( ontacl David at 476-2337 or
hascomdsjijiniu cdu

Exl212

• t\

train."
no
experience
www nsbslifcguards com

application at www |inu cdudining and
return to Gibbons Hall entrance 7. Start

Bulldo/crs.Backhocs
Loaders. I)ump Iruvkv
(iraders. Scrapers,
I viavators
I rain in Virginia
Next Class Nov. 7th
-National Certification
-Financial Assistance
-Job Placement Assistance

at $6 25/hr. promotions up to $9.75/hr!

R00-.*83-7364

WAITRESSES* NEEDED Apply at
Jess' Downtown. No Seniors Please.
M LDIMRA( ASH.'Dmin* Services
i% hiring all across campus Download an

$15 an
(540)

MIDI \!K\ ( ASH

Associated I raining Services
www astn-schools com

hour? (all
442-7625
O.ci

Mxi.iH-l

Members Arc Earning Money On-line
Viewing Websites
Why Aren't You?
Signup is Free' www StudioSignup.com

MALI
DANCER
IRAINII)
in
Ballet. \*u or Musical Iheutrc Dance
needed for Spring Production
Paid
Position
Reputable
Company.
References required, alongside informal
portfolio. Call for Interview - 433-7127

PAID INTERNSHIPS available with busy
local criminal defense/immigration law

DANCE INSlRlit IOKS M I I)[ I) lor

attorney Ability in Spanish a plus. Summer
positions also available Call Brcnda to

Summer* Fall 06 Ballet.Jaw.Tap.lrish.
Hip-Hop Formal leaching Ixpcnence
preferred
References
required

schedule an interview. (540) 442-7878

I

TRAVEL

Now

BAHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
(HI EHUTY I !<l ISI • 5 Days From
$299' Includes meals, taxes, entry to
exclusive MTV events, beach parties
with celebrities As seen tin Real World,
Road Rules! On campus reps needed!
www
SpringRreakIravcl.com
PromoCodc 31
1-800-678-6386
< WIN. ACAPULCO, JAMAICA
Spring Break Panama City Krom $199!
Beachfront Rooms at Boardwalk. Holiday
Inn' rrec Party Package, food at MTVu
Party lent1 Bahamas Cnnse $2*». Day ton
$179. Cancun. Acapulco. Nassau $599!
SpnngBreak I ravel.com
800-679-6386
NAGS
HhAI)
4-MONTH
Student
Summer
Rental*.
*e«brec/crcallycom
(252) 255-6328

interviewing. . Call

433-7127.

Spring Break 20W: SanSplnh Toars
The Experts: Running Spring Break
me I1***. Honest Destinations- Biggest
Parlies. Rook your I rip * the Lowest
Pnce. Prices from $2tW
www sunsplashtourscorn
I-80O-426-77IO

Advertise

PA

AND MORE...

Which Places are the Best?
Most Student Friendly Businesses

Best Hangouts
Best of the Best
AND MORE!

YOU TELL US!
COMING sdoFTT

Let us know who's cool and who's not!
Keep checking us out online for more

The Breeze
is hiring...
Help us grow!

ONLINE!
Students are online
ALL the time. So
what better way to

Photographers

*e-mall: BreezeEdltorWhotmall.com

advertise then online
with The Breeze?'.

Contact :
the_breeze@jmu .edu
for more info
(and ask about our
10% discount!)

Hometown Music
GUITARS, AMPS, DRUMS,

|

Best of the 'Burg information.
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR
TRAINING FOR

taking survey* online
(ietPaidloIhink i»mi

Want to earn
Manpower

call: 540-350-4716

Managers. Swim Instructors and Area
Supervisors around the Northern VA area
Lifeguard certifications are required,

FUN
IN THE SUN!
Lifeguards
wanted in North
Myrtle
Beach.
"Will
Applv

Come to Driver
Improvement Class in
Harrisonburg on Dec. 3

Klincnuintdi adelphia net

I MIM ON Ml M
Make
www.

•

Traffic Ticket?

minor carpentry, minor mechanics,
grounds, good driving record, flexible
schedule.
start
$7/hour.
30 day

^BARTENDING! J250/da> potential
No
experience
n«evsary..ra.n.i.jj
provided

SERVICES

MAINTENANCE HELP WANTED Rental property. knowledge of painting,

Avenue

freshly pointed
I
bedroom. S425
Sheridan Real Estate (540) 433-7325

www.ihehreeze.org I THURSDAY, JAN. 26, 2006111

THE BREEZE

lhad402'«adelphia net

IHMIKSKIIX.I
1ST

| Go to wwwJhcbrfeze.orn/clu.Mifictlx to post and read classifieds

Ad Designer

aaaaa^mmmmmj3ostln^4*04m00544

ManagingEditor

www.bomelowitmusic.Ml

j)osting#0400528

MlVARH... MOM 6aHat Fot Your Money
IR020S SaJM Tofi eaftir.

LiMmi Wimirty!
T>< RD20S li oar k.rtteJIi., aarlar.
I< H lha U, 1m totua, or It H bet.?
Try K lad IM for totrurf

COMPLETE
ACOUSTIC
PACKAGES

Eton $99

Al¥ARiZ MASTCRWORKS SERIES
All SOUP WOOP GUITARS STARTING AT $549

rW&dwlop
iaoda.1 In rioei

Great Sound & Feel

J990SM.li. • 434 4U9
104 HomiHmi, 10-5 iHiiMr

Kennedy Center Box Office:
800 4441324 | www.kennedy-centei.oig

EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF LIGHT
At LTdee Medical Spa

□

Assistant Ads Manager

l^^^^^^^^^jwsUng »0400526

OFFERING THE BEST IN LASER TECHNOLOGY AND SKIN CARE

LEVULAN PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY
SEVERE ACNE
ACTINIC KERATOSIS AND SUN DAMAGE

LASER HAIR REDUCTION

\A/irit:e.rs

INTENSE PULSE LIGHT THERAPY
PIGMENTATION DISORDERS

LASER TREATMENTS FOR ROSACEA,
PSORASIS & BIRTHMARKS
MICRODERMABRASION AND
CHEMICAL PEELS
COMPLETE SKIN SARE PROGRAMS
MINERAL MAKE-UP
ITS YOUR LIFE AND IT CAN LOOK SO GOOD
COME IN, BEGIN TODAY - CALL 437-1296
www.lideemedicalspa.com

Figure out where you fit
& apply today!
Visit http://joblink.jmu.edu
•can li lot pu.iiiciii- using iht |nisiint; nuiiilx-r listed above)

till OIII the sintli in application anil tubmii it with
your resume, cover litter, and reference*.
For more information, call 540-568-6127
JIISI

12 I THURSDAY. JAN. 26, 2006 I www.thebreeze.orR I

THE BREEZE

OPPORTUNITY IS KNOCKING...
The Breeze Advertising Department is hiring to fill immediate positions!

Assistant Advertising
Manager n
Sales Account
Executive
Gain invaluable experience and
develop lasting connections. Positions
require 15-20 hours per week, offer
competitive pay, flexible schedules,
and a fun work environment!

TO APPLY:
Visit http:/ljobiink.jmu.edu. Submit die student
application, a resume, cover letter and 3 references.
Account Executive Posting #0400545
fast Ad Manager Posting #0400526

Call 568-6127 for more information!

® TOYOTA

400 OFF

ANY NEW TOYOTA OF YOUR CHOICE
AS A COLLEGE GRAD, YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE!
•NOT ALL CUSTOMERS WILL QUALIFY.
_

STOMERS RECEIVE $400 FROM TOYOTA TOWARDS LEASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNTITIED TOYOTA
MODEIS THROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA OEAIERS AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES SEE DEALER FOR DETAItS COUEGE
GRADUATE PROGRAM IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR TERMINATION AT ANY TIME

® TOYOTA
Obuyatoyota.com

MACPHERS0N STRUT FRONT SUSPENSION
+ AM/FN/CD WITH 6 SPEAKERS
+ SIDE ROCKER PANELS
+ 38 MPG H W Y
= YOUR NEW CAR
8
A8 SHOWN

17,360

tt
<J£) TOYOTA moving forward»

'EPA EST'MATEC MPG FOR 2005 COROlLA S MODEL 1812 4 SPEED AUTO. ACTUAl MILEAGE MAY VARY "MSUP •

I>RT MODEL 1812 EXCLUDING TAX, TAGS AND LICENSE FEES DEALER SETS FINAL PRICE

